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2005 - The year for “New Gen”
to step onto another stage.
Brought up by our Youth Science and Technology Invention Competition, Chan Yik-hei was conferred
the honour of naming the minor planet numbered 20780 as “Chan Yik Hei Minor Planet (20780)” by the
International Astronomical Union. As the youngest “Star” in the world, he has brought pride for Hong Kong
people. Last year, we led Hong Kong students to participate in the National Science Competitions. Their
results were just as amazing. Sun Yin-fen was conferred the honour as a “Little Scientists of Tomorrow” and
a number two nation-wide, bringing honour for Hong Kong.
As our work in advocating “Innovative Technology” is being recognized, we continue to strive after wide
scope of service and enhancement in nurture for youth over the past year. With the sponsorship from Amway
(China) Company Limited and Amway Hong Kong Limited, we led ten university students to assist teaching
in Xiangxi Tujia, Miao Minority Autonomous State, Hunan Province for one year, allowing the youth to know
more about our nation and undertake responsibilities as a Chinese. With the support from Quality Education
Fund and Ministry of Education, we led 120 teachers-to-be for general education to attend training in Tsing
Hua University. Our service is going farther and further.
Stepping onto another stage, we need prudence and support from the society. On behalf of the Board
of Directors, may I take this opportunity to extend our heartfelt thanks to all advisors, colleagues, officers,
volunteers and friends, for their support and encouragement given over the past year.
President
Leung Chung-wan

